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Abstract 
 Skills and knowledge are the main actions of economic growth and social development for any country. Countries 
which have higher levels and better standards of skills adjust more effectively to the challenges and opportunities in 
national and international job markets. India has the potential to produce more skilled workforce to fill the expected 
shortfall in the aging developed world. India is one of the young nations in the world, with above 54% of the total 
population below the age of 25. The Ministry, therefore, proposes to launch the NATIONAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
MISSION and schemes based on entrepreneurial development in youth and various sectors of India. This document goes 
on to outline the overall vision and objectives of the Mission. 

 
Introduction 

 Skill India is a agenda launched by our Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 15 July 2015 which 

focuses to train people in India in different skills. Skill Development, however, cannot be viewed in 

isolation. Skills should be an integral part of employment and economic growth strategies to 

encourage employability and productivity. The skill development ecosystem in India is modified 

towards a formal education system with limited vocational training. The mission training is weak 

both in qualitatively and quantitatively, the higher education system itself is seized with issues 

related to scale and quality. 

 There is a break between the formal education system and work requirements, compounding 

the challenges related to the skill gap. An action is thus required to supply side to ensure sustained 

employability of the Indian youth. Extensive efforts to skill the workforce are needed to meet future 

requirements. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

 To Study skill development policies in India. 

 To analysis the growth of skill in India from a period of 2014-2018. 

 
Policies Framework 

 The government has filed skill development as one of its priorities and focuses to enhance 

participation of youth, seek maximum inclusion of women, disabled etc. sections into the workforce, 

and improve the capability of the present system, making it flexible to adapt to technological 

changes and demands rising from the labor market. 

 Currently, skill development efforts in India is spread across approximately 20 separate 

ministries, 35 State Governments and Union Territories and the private sector. A Ministry of Skills 

Development, Entrepreneurship, Youth, and Sports are created. The main aim of the Policy is to 

empower the individual, by enabling her/him to realize their full potential through a process of 
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lifelong learning where competencies are derived via instruments such as credible certifications, 

credit accumulation, and transfer, etc. As individuals grow, the society and nation also benefit from 

their productivity and growth. 

 The policy framework governing the skill development ecosystem in India includes the 

Apprentices Act, 1961, the National Skill Policy and the National Skills Qualification Framework 

(NSQF). 

 
The Apprenticeship Act of 1961 

 An apprenticeship program in India is governed by The Apprentice Act of 1961 and the 

Apprenticeship Rules of 1992. The Act performs programs of training of apprentices and makes it 

obligatory for employers in both public and private sector establishments to have training 

infrastructure as detailed in the Act. This has been primarily to ensure trainees get optimum access 

to the real work environment and on-the-job training. One of the main key of apprenticeship was 

also to ensure that employers get skilled workforce having adequate exposure to the real work 

environment. About 254 groups of industries are covered under the Act and about 27,000 

establishments engage apprentices. 

 The Apprentice Act of 1961 was recently modified in December 2014 to make it more responsive 

to industry and youth. The Apprentice Protsahan Yojana was also launched to 8 support MSMEs in 

the manufacturing sector in engaging apprentices. As per the amended Act, work hours and leave 

benefits of Apprentices will be at par with the regular workers from the organized sector. Industries 

will be allowed to take more non-engineer graduates and diploma holders as apprentices, 

depending on the nature of the job, and new trades for apprenticeship training will be introduced. A 

portal is also being provided to make all approvals transparent and time-bound. 

 
The National Skill Policy 

 Government has launched a National Policy on Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, 

2015.The policy aims to provide a vast framework to all skill related activities carried out within the 

country, to align them to common standards and link skill activities with demand centers. The new 

skills policy also provides details on how skill development efforts across the country can be aligned 

within the existing institutional arrangements. 

 
Governance Structure and Financing 

Governance Structure 

 Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship was been created to fulfill the aim of a 

‘Skilled India’ where human resource development is the primary focus. MSDE will also play the 

lead role in ensuring the implementation of the National Policy for Skill development and 

Entrepreneurship 2015. Skill development and entrepreneurship are inter-related to each other. The 

main stakeholders include Central Ministries/Departments, State Governments, and 

industry/employers. There is a must to ensure alignment of the efforts of all stakeholders in skill 

and entrepreneurship landscape towards a common goal. Rs 3,000 crore per year Credit Guarantee 

Fund for Entrepreneurship Development has been initiated.  
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3-Tier Structure of the National Skill Development Mission 

 National Skill Development Agency (NSDA) 

 National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) 

 Directorate General of Training (DGT) 

 
NSDA 

 It has been set up as a Society in June 2013. NSDA will focus on the two dimensions i.e. Quality 

Assurance and policy research in the skills space. It will be majorly responsible for the following 

activities:  

 Operationalize and implement National Skills Qualification Framework (NSQF)  

 Establish and operationalize a QA framework embedded in NSQF to improve consistency of 

outcomes in the skills landscape, which will include laying down a framework for training, 

assessment and certification processes and agencies in the country.  

 Operationalize National Skills Qualification Committee (NSQC) to meet its objectives  

 Design and implement the National Labor Market Information System. 

 
NSDC 

 A Public-Private Partnership was set up in 2008 as a Section 25 company under Companies Act 

1956 with shareholding of GOI 49% and private sector 51%. It will be the nodal organization for all 

private sector initiatives in the short term skilling space. Its mandate will primarily include: 

 “Catalyze the creation of market-based, scalable business by providing funding through a 

combination of debt, equity and grants” 

 Implementing skills voucher program. 

 Driving engagement with industry and businesses  

 “Promote centers of excellence for training of trainers in coordination with States and SSCs” 

 Initiating and incubating Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) 

 
DGT 

 The two verticals of Training and Apprenticeship Training under DGET, MoLE have been 

shifted to MSDE from 16th April 2015. Its large institutional framework consisting of ITIs, ATIs, 

RVTIs and other national institutes will act as tools of execution for Mission activities. Other 

functions will include: 

 Setting up framework for structure of courses, assessment, curricula creation, affiliation and 

accreditation of institutes, under NCVT  

 Develop national standards on syllabi, equipment, scale of space, duration of courses and 

methods of training  

 Advise on training policy in its network of training institutes  

 Coordinate functioning of Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs)  

 Run training programmes for training of trainers/instructors  

 Run special institutes for training of women 
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Financing 

 A public Trust has been set up by the Government of India as the custodian of the Fund. The 

Fund acts as a alternative for all donations, contribution in cash or kind from all Contributors 

(including Government, multilateral organizations, corporations etc) for advancement of the 

objectives of the Fund. 

 A Credit Guarantee Fund for skill development and a National Credit Guarantee Trustee 

Company’ (GTC) has been set up to support the initiative of loans for the purpose of skilling and 

will be used to leverage credit financing in the skilled landscape. It will be further expanded to 

ensure greater outreach and access to all citizens. Similarly, a Credit Guarantee Fund for 

Entrepreneurship Development worth Rs. 3000 Crore per year has already been initiated under 

Prime Minister MUDRA Yojna through GTC. 

 However, the Government believes that the inability to pay training costs should not stop any 

desirous citizen in the country from acquiring any certified skill training. The government will 

promote grant of scholarships, rewards and Skill Vouchers (SV) for funding of training costs. 

 
Skill requirements by 2022 

 The quantitative, as well as, qualitative skill gaps can further widen going forward if there are 

no or limited efforts towards addressing the main supply related issues. As per the skill gap report 

prepared by the National Skill Development Cooperation over 2010 - 2014, there is an additional net 

requirement of 109.73 million skilled manpower by 2022 across twenty-four key sectors. As India 

strengthens its base as a knowledge economy, there would be more requirements to the highly 

skilled workforce in sectors like financial services, IT, Biotechnology, Healthcare and 

Pharmaceuticals. Further, with value-added industries being given a policy push under the „Make 

in India‟ initiative, the highly skilled workforce would also be required in high-end industries. 

 

Table 1 Incremental Human Resource Requirement across Sectors By 2022 
 

Skill Development in Women 

 Female workforce 

participation rate (WPR) in 

India stands at 31.8%, which is 

almost half of the male WPR at 

73.2%. According to the study 

of Mckinsey Global Institute, 

India could rise its GDP by 

$2.9 trillion by 2025, if female 

workforce participation rate is 

improved by 10 percentage 

points. This would be 

equivalent to bringing 68 

million more women into the 
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non-farm labor force. According National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO), there are over 30 

lakh unemployed women in India in 2012. As on December 2013, a total of 1.65 corer women had 

registered on employment exchanges. However, only 58.8 thousand women had been placed 

through these exchanges in the same year. 

 Improving participation of women in the workforce would require improvements in access and 

quality of education, skill development and employment opportunities available to women. 

 The policy aims the need to improve access to skill development for women. According to the 

policy, “additional training and apprenticeship seats” will be set up exclusively for women. While 

the skill development infrastructure in India is vast, we need to create facilities dedicated to women. 

This also includes increasing the pool of women trainers. As per the policy, mechanisms to provide 

certification to women trainers would be put into place. New institutes for training of women 

trainers will also be promoted. 

 
Support to Training and Employment Program for Women (STEP): 

 The STEP program is a Central Sector Scheme of Ministry of Women and Child Development 

under which training is provided to poor and marginalized women in traditional trades to improve 

employability. The scheme is to benefit women who are in the age group 16 and above. Under the 

program, grants-in-aid are provided by the central government to societies, voluntary 

organizations, and cooperatives providing skills in sectors ranging from agriculture to hospitality.  

 Training courses under STEP would be of 3 months or 6 months duration, with total assistance 

per beneficiary at Rs18000 and Rs28000 respectively. The maximum number of beneficiaries per 

project will not exceed 200. 

 
Skill Development in Rural India 

 In India, around 75% of the population lives in villages. Moreover, the majority of the country‟s 

landmass falls within rural landscape. Rural India, is not only rich in natural resources but also 

produces the bread butter for the whole nation. In spite of such a vast potential in rural India, 

thousands and millions of youth shift every day to the urban areas in search of employment and 

livelihood. This is only because of the lack of development in rural areas. 

 Recently launched “Make in India” program by the NDA government is an initiative in this 

area. But keeping in mind the enormous size of Indian population living in rural areas, there is an 

urgent need for more focus on setting up new industries and manufacturing units in rural India so 

that the country can utilize the human resources in a more efficient manner. It will not only reduce 

the cost of production but also will result into the lesser pressure on the urban infrastructure. It will 

also increase the GDP, revenues, and the foreign exchange. The rural areas will thus become the 

power-house of holistic growth in India. 

 There is, therefore, a need for enhancement of knowledge and development of skills in the rural 

population, especially in the youths. There is also a need to develop an infrastructure in rural India 

exclusively for the skill development of the youths of these areas. This will churn out a big 

workforce of skilled youths every year which will, in turn, contribute in the development of Indian 

Economy. 
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Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojanas 

 It is a scheme which was developed by the government of India for recognition and 

standardization of skills. The scheme is to encourage attitude towards employable skills and to 

increase working efficiency of probable and existing daily wage earners. The Ministry of 

Agriculture and Farmers welfare signed a pact with Skill Development Ministry to conduct 

programs for training in farm and allied sectors. 

 The government believes that agriculture sector should be developed so that it can attract the 

young youths of the country. About 40% of the country‟s workforce is linked to agricultural 

knowledge activities. Without skill development, we cannot develop the agriculture sector. There 

are rapid technological strides in the agriculture sector. Agriculture gives livelihoods to more than 

26crore people in India, but due to lack of training, the agriculture sector is facing a great challenge. 

 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is one of the key components under PMKVY, whereby 

informal skills such as construction, masonry, plumbing, carpentry etc. RPL has certified more than 

4.8lakh people in less than two years of the commencement of the program. The RPL program has 

covered 458 districts across India, the candidates have been enrolled, assessed and certified in 185 

job roles across 80 sectors. The RPL contributes almost 40% of the contribution in Skill Development 

Program. 

 Some of the key RPL programs have been 

 5000 women from 43 villages across four districts of Rajasthan were certified in Hand-Knotted 

carpet weavers. 

 1500 employees of Rashtrapathi Bhavan underwent training and certification in jobs such as 

garderners, drivers, room attendants etc. 

 Almost 35,56,000 women were trained under various skill training courses under MSDE from 

Jul 2015 – Feb 2018. 

 In a RPL program executed by Vivo skills & Training, 2000 Tea Plantation workers in West 

Bengal were oriented and certified.  

 
Skill Development Challenges in India  

 The skill development system in India is plagued with multiple issues related to awareness, 

perception, cost, quality and scale. 

 
Inadequate Scale, Limited Capacity 

 The existing infrastructure, both physical and human, is grossly inadequate considering the 

projected demand for skilled labor. Therefore there is a need to increase the capacity in the rural 

areas and develop the institutes. 

Awareness, Mindset and Perception Issues 

 Even though government has launched the scheme but there is no proper awareness of the 

scheme in various areas. Awareness must be created and people should be brought out from their 

closed mindset. 
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Cost Concerns 

 Owing to high capital requirements and low return on investments, skill development is often 

looked at as a non-scalable model and remains underinvested. Even the bank‟s willingness to lend 

for skill development activities is low as educational loans are perceived as high risk products due 

to uncertainty with respect to future employment. 

 
Quality Concerns 

 There is a serious mismatch between the industry‟s requirements and the skills imparted in 

educational and training institutes, especially for the mid-level skills requiring some expertise on 

the handling of machinery. To tackle this problem, considerable improvement of the quality of 

training is needed.  

 
Mobility Concerns 

 Under the on-going National Skills Qualification Framework (NSQF), attempts are being made 

to address the mobility issue by recognition of prior learning and establishing a credit system for 

skills, knowledge and experience gained by an individual either formally or informally. NSQF is 

expected to enable multiple-entry and exit between vocational education, skills training, general 

education, technical education and job markets. 

 
Growth: 9 

 India has reported rapid growth in recent years driven by the increase in new age industries. 

The increase in purchasing power has resulted in the demand for a new level of quality service. 

However, there is a increasing shortage of skilled man power in the country. India lags far behind in 

imparting skill training as compared to other countries. Reports indicate that only 10% of the total 

workforce in the country receives some kind of skill training (2% with formal training and 8% with 

informal training). Further 80% of the entrants into the workforce do not have the opportunity for 

skill training. But all that is changing. 

 There has been visible effort by the government to meet their promises on skill development in 

the country for empowerment of its citizens. The government has also decided to revamp the 

antiquated industrial training centers that will skill “over 20lakh youth annually and devise special 

courses based on industry needs”. All these are positive signs to show that the government‟s 

promise of skilling 500 million will be achieved in due course of 
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Table 2 Number of Skilled and Placed Entrepreneurs from 2010-11 to 2014-15 

 
Calculation 

  (Compound Annual Growth Rate)CAGR= (EV/SV)1-n – 1 

CAGR value of Skilled/Trained = 216.98% 

CAGR value of Placed = 136.68% 

 
Interpretation 

 The above data shows that CAGR value of trained / placed is 

216% and 316% from the year 2010-2011 there are many people trained 

and skilled for doing the right job at their right preferences but the placement for them is very less. 

“But far from there in the year 2014-2015 there are 75% of people are skilled and trained in their 

specializations and the jobs placed for them are 50% of them”. Through this we can say that we are 

still developing to provide more placement equal to the people trained. We could expect a wide 

change within years.  

 
Conclusion 

 Even though we provide many schemes for the public to develop our country but the schemes 

introduced should also be helping from back-end sources too. Only by showing that we are also 

training our people to be skilled and not giving them proper placement vacancies we won‟t develop 

our country. It will only be a developing country. The Skill India scheme to make up India is a wide 

opportunity to develop our country in a better way. The Government has really taken all the 

measures to develop their policy and complete their promises. The first mega skill academy of oil 

PSUs (Public Sector Undertakings) was laid in Odisha. Welfare minister P. Rajavelu said in a report 

that The puducherry government has proposed to set up multi-skill development center (MSDC) as 

a part of the capacity building of youth for better employment opportunities‟. We people should 

also support them to complete their aim to develop our country.  

 “The government should try to concentrate more on rural areas so that the backward peoples, 

minorities, schedule peoples and women‟s could also come forward and give them chance to be 

skilled and show their talents at their particular specializations” 
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Year Skilled /  
Trained 

Placed 

2010-11 20484 14399 

2011-12 181691 144238 

2012-13 402506 216741 

2013-14 1349619 646394 

2014-15 2067859 451845 


